Hunt ID: 6023-NE-GS-L-2000-UK-MDeerWDeerBirds-SO5NATKIN-O3CH-A2NST-Great Combo Hunt
Hunt 10,000 acres of great plains, grasslands, Shelter belts and Sandhills!
Put down a, “Buck and Kick up a Cock” is what we say for your Deer and Pheasant hunt.
Mule Deer, Whitetail Deer and Birds, the natural habitat of corn and milo fields, sandhills prairie, cane
and weed patches, offers a bird and game hunting experience you won't soon forget! We provide the
ground, the cover, the draws, the water, and the land provides the deer. Our main draw is our bird
huntin but with so many acres we have areas for deer hunting only. This keeps the deer in an area and
the bird hunting helps to push more deer in every time we hunt birds. Our rifle hunts are usually booked
up but the archery and muzzleloader hunting are excellent.

Welcome to some of the best game hunting around. Add to that a pleasant lodge in which to stay, great
food, dogs, and guides. You will also be the only hunters on our land. This is a great place for a, “BIRD &
BEAST” Hunt of deer and pheasants.
Pheasant hunting in Nebraska is some of the best anywhere and we stand ready to prove this point with
prepared food plots as well as natural cover in abundance. We intend to satisfy the most discriminate
hunter! Hunting pheasants behind good, well trained pointing retriever dogs is truly an experience you
will not forget and will be anxious to return to at your first opportunity! We offer both single hunter and
group hunting trips. There is nothing like the thrill of pheasant hunting - one of the most challenging
game birds available.
Your hunting trip is booked to your individual or group needs, providing genuine hospitality with
overnight stays available in our comfortable hunting lodge which includes home-cooked meals. Many of
our return hunters hold their company. We have trained bird dogs available or you can bring your own
retriever dogs to further hone their hunting skills while in a live hunting environment.
Our land is the perfect habitat for ring necked pheasants, which provides hunters of any skill level the
thrill of taking home their limit of game birds. We are truly dedicated to providing you a wonderful
hunting experience. Be sure to book your pheasant hunting early as our calendar fills quickly. We think
you will agree that we have the most reliable source for a quality pheasant hunting that will be
remembered!
The population of our native prairie chicken and trophy Merriam turkeys are unrivaled across the plains!
We can't guarantee you will shoot them but we can guarantee you will see them!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Deer Hunt-Partial Guided $3500 discounted to $2295
This hunt includes one antlered whitetail buck and all meals included.
Deer Hunt-Fully Guided$ 4500 Discounted Down to only $3,295
A guide will be present at all times to call in Big bucks and set up the hunter with the perfect shot!
Turkey Hunt Non-Guided or Semi-Guided $ 1300 discounted down to only $ 995
This Hunt is a 3 Day, 4-night stay.
This includes stay, meals, and one turkey.
Each additional bird is $700 Discounted Down to only $495
Nebraska Turkey limit is 3 birds/hunter
Price subject to change pertaining to where hunters stay. Motel Price not included.
Guided $1700 Discounted down to only $1295
Guide is present at all times to call in turkeys and help position hunters for the perfect shot!
If you are a waterfowl fan we have great mallard hunting at certain times of the year.
________________________________________
Prairie Chicken/ Grouse Hunt Fully Guided Hunt $1600 down to only $1195

There are extremely few places in the world that has good Prairie Chicken/ Grouse Hunts available. This
is a once in a lifetime hunt for the wing shooting, shotgun totting bird hunter. Don’t miss your
opportunity at this great hunt we only do a few per year to continue to have the high concentration that
out private land supports.
This hunt is a 3-day, 4-night stay with all meals included.
Limit is 3 birds/day
Dogs in training. This is optional.
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Email: DeerElkBear@Gmail.com
Web Page: https://www.discountedhunts.net

Utube: https://youtu.be/8RzuAV0cMZ4
Skype: DiscountedHunts

We provide hunts averaging 10% to 45% off available just ask we build hundreds
of happy hunters in 28 states and Canada every year with Elk, Whitetail Deer,
Mule Deer, Bear, Moose, sheep, exotics, and even hogs. All hunts subject to
license availability and on a first come first serve basis.

